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This is not an easy subject. To understand its complexity, you should study very hard. The word

"complexity" means:

�و�س ��ش �ر	�� وم��  ����د��

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Part 1 select Persian translation of the underlined word

Do you know anything about your forebears? the word "forebears" means:

ا����� �لوم ا�داد هو�ت  ه� ��دن

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Unfortunately, the earthquake caused the destruction of most buildings. The word "destruction"

means:

و�را�� ��� ور ���� "�ز��زي

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A foreign language is learned gradually. You should practice regularly and by degrees you will

learn to speak English. The words "by degrees" means:

�%دان $�طر "� �در�& "� �	� ز��ن در%�  ز�د�� ��و'

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

There was a conspiracy in by Iraqi officers to take control of Iraq. The word "conspiracy" means:

)ل�رو �وط(� �رور  ��روزي

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

During Cyrus’s reign, Iran became one of the most powerful nations in the world. The word "reign"

means:

�وح�ت� �����ن $�ر�� ����ت ح+و�ت

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The ruling Taliban was overthrown in 2002. The word "overthrown" means:

�د �ر��ون �د �,��س ���ت ���رش  �د ��گ وارد

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Civil War is a war between different groups of people in the same country. The words "Civil War"

means:

�"�$ون ��"را"ر ��گ دا$ل� ��گ  ه� ��دن ��گ

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He is going to emigrate to South Africa. The word "emigrate" means:

+�د ح�ل� +�د �ذاري �ر����  +�د )"ول +�د ���رت

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

I took advantage of the holidays and studied more.The phrase "took advantage of" means:

از "ردن �ود +ردن ��ر�ح از �ر��ن ���� � در"�%� 

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The introduction of the book gives you a general…… you should read the whole book for more

details.

overview  identity discipline  prerequisite

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

part 2 complete the following sentences by selecting one of the choices
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It is very difficult to…… with people who do not know your language.

interpret disseminate interact  develop

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In the past, powerful ruler became rich by collecting…… from weaker countries.

territory document  tribute livelihood

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Mussolini had made it clear that he had a desire to establish a huge Mediterranean……over a large

area.

empire policy  alliance influx

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

 People gain valuable work experience and …...addition, employers can afford to employ them.

in at  to by

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Only a small …… of the population has enough money to travel abroad.

milieu  portion discipline origin

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

John is in jail because he did not…… to the laws of his country.

settle interfere conform  capture

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In 1942 the Soviets started a counter‐a7ack and over the next three years they gradually pushed

the German……back.

invaders suppressors  predecessors successors

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The brilliant early Anglo‐Saxon period was ended by the destructive Viking……

prosperous invasion  assumption  assassination

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

During the Renaissance, Florence became the most…… and prestigious center of arts in Italy.

magnificent approximate  contemporary comprehensive

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What evidence do you have to prove this letter was written by Napoleon himself? The word

"evidence" refers to:

document  result  milieu proof

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Part 4 Select the synonymus of the Underlined words

This ancient city was built in the late 6th century BC and was destroyed by Alexander in 330 BC.

The word ancient: refers to"

agriculture hand- made object

 inhabit very old

22-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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 How much is his annual salary? The word "annual" refers to:

ambition dominion yearly rebellion

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It was thought a barbarian was violent and not educated. The word "barbarian" refers to"

uncivilized  autocratic native  pioneer

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

How can increase people’s awareness of dangers of smoking? The word "awareness" refers to:

invasion realm  genius knowledge

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

 The words "Comfortable and relaxed" is synonmom to...

at ease According to by and large little by little

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

"Cause something bad, especially an illness" This sentence refers to:

even though bring on

at an end  in the capacity of 

27-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Part 3 answer the folloeing questions by selecting the choice

It is a social system that existed in Europe in Middle Ages. In which land belonged to powerful

Lords and people they allowed to live on the land had to work and fight for them.

ecclesiastical  exemption Feudalism  Renaissance

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It is any of several ChrisAan military expediAon made in the 10th, 12th and 13th centuries.

Crusade  fleet overlord mortality

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A person under the protection, care, or patronage of another, especially of a person of superior

position or influence.

 protest  troops  protégé upheaval

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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